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“The service shall provide 
evidence, recommendations and 
measures on how sustainable land 
use can be promoted and how 
land-take and urban sprawl can 
be avoided, reduced and 
compensated in Europe, its cities 
and regions”
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Sustainable Urbanization and land-
use Practices in European Regions

New terminology
Land take => urbanization
Urban sprawl => urban form
Sustainability => balance of 3 Ps

https://www.espon.eu/super

https://www.espon.eu/super


Evidence on urbanization 
and land-use developments 
in Europe: past and future
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Between 2000-2018, about 
1.17 million hectares of land 
was converted into urban use. 

This is approximately 250 
football fields per day (>0)
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 Big builders = big countries: ES (construction sites), 
D, F (primarily housing)

 Declining rates: ES, F, NL (urban green), IE

 Increasing rates: PL (infra and construction sites), 
UK (urban green => industrial)

National differences



Relative growth

SUPER – Draft Final Report7 17-Mar-22

 Overall, land is being 
converted to urban (8x more 
than back) and population is 
growing, so benchmarking is 
a good tool.

 Light red: urban growth 
outstrips population growth

 Light blue: relatively 
compact development vis-à-
vis European average



Urban form: easy to see, hard to measure



Morphological analysis



Morphological analysis

1= monocentric main structure
4= polycentric-diffuse substructure 2. dual main structure

5. diffuse substructure



 Polycentric regions most frequent structure in Europe

 Substructure diffuse development around all kinds of main structures



Substructure development



Three modes of urbanisation

EGTC - Partnership meeting of ESPON projects 28/11/2019 - HELSINKI13 17-Mar-22

 Compact / containment
 High-density compact cities
 Growth boundaries, infill & brownfield redevelopment

 Polycentric / clustered
 Medium-density, clustered, polycentric urban structure
 Planned new towns, TOD, some new urbanist designs

 Diffuse / scattered
 Low-density, scattered/discontinuous, car-oriented

 Organic growth, single-family zoning



Scenarios are covid-proof

EGTC - Partnership meeting of ESPON projects 28/11/2019 - HELSINKI14 17-Mar-22

 Compact / containment
 People need human contact, cycling/walking popular

 Polycentric / clustered
 Community is important, access to open space and facilities

 Diffuse / scattered
 Desire for large homes and gardens, car popular

Source: http://www.urbanisticainformazioni.it/IMG/pdf/ui289si_sessione_06.pdf

http://www.urbanisticainformazioni.it/IMG/pdf/ui289si_sessione_06.pdf


Modelling land-use change
Luisetta works on 
five year intervals, 
consecutively 
changing land use.

It reallocates 
according to 
expected demand 
at Nuts2 level and 
local suitability 
(near roads, 
existing urban 
area, water)



Model results: compact vs diffuse



Compact Belgium



Diffuse Belgium



Compact Germany



Diffuse Germany



Compact scenario



Diffuse scenario



Compact vs diffuse in Vilnius 



Compact vs diffuse in Vilnius 



Urban growth Population density



Sustainability framework
Broad definition of sustainability
 People, Planet, Profit / Equity, Ecology, Economy

Three urbanization modes
 Compact, polycentric, diffuse

Method: literature review
 Inductive: seek indicators that link urbanization modes to sustainability dimensions

 Assessment: is there a positive or negative relationship? (- - to + +)



Conclusion: learn from past and future
Urban form matters for sustainability
 Some regions inherited certain forms, hard to change

 Still some developments perceptible in 2000-2018 period

 Scenarios allow for a political discussion on desired developments

Assessing urbanization modes
 Which (types of) areas are (not) urbanized in each scenario?

 How did the urban structure change as a whole?

 How will that impact car use, public services, future development sites?

 The various trade-offs imply a political decision, not a technical one!



// Thank you
David Evers, PBL (Netherlands)
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